
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of director, billing. If
you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for director, billing

Manages and directs a team to meet to meet the goals and timeline
expectations of senior management
Leads all organizational change management efforts in partnership with key
business leaders, while identifying key change agents throughout the
organization that can help facilitate the changes
Provides additional expertise and support for other continuous improvement
efforts within the organization as needed
Responsible for the timely submission of claims monitoring and follow-up
Establish core applications, tools, workflows and underlying platform designs
for Inception and Updates to drive innovation and optimize FA experience in
delivering advice
Drive simplification and efficiency in provision of investment advice through
FA/CSA/Branch Manager applications
Work with platform team to streamline inception, updates, and maintenance
by consolidating multiple product specific platforms into a single product
agnostic workflow
Design new coherent workflows to support inception, updates, and
maintenance across a client portfolio that intuitive addresses the needs of the
various user roles involved
Work closely with cross functional leaders and Advisors, CSA, and Branch
Managers to build best of breed tools delivering portfolio advice
Participate on field marketing calls and provide updates on platform
workflow changes
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Previous experience leading a QA or Revenue Assurance team
Ability to develop and implement best practices for quality assurance
Ability to have a keen marketing eye and guide a creative process of content
generation
Extensive use of a PC which requires normal or corrected visual acuity,
dexterity sufficient to use a PC keyboard
Must have normal or correction vision to clearly communicate verbally by
phone or in person
Certification in Lean and/or Six Sigma, preferably certified by ASQ or SME


